FAQ

ODUWA COIN

CURRENCY

ODUWA COIN

TICKER:

OWC

MAX
SUPPLY 21.000.000

GENESIS
BLOCK:

SEPT, 21st
2018.

Minable: Yes
Algorithm: Scrypt
Consensus Mechanism: Hybrid - POW/POS

OUR VISION IS OUR MISSION:
Create wealth opportunity on a long-term goal, to cater to the underserved and
unbanked communities, using blockchain technology as a service to the worl d.
Questions to Ask Interviewer
Question #1:

What is Oduwa Coin

Oduwa coin is the next-Gen digital payment system. Oduwa coin is digital
cash that uses peer to peer technology to settle all its transactions on its own
blockchain network. Self-Governance and Decentralized.

Question #2:

Notes:

Do I have to buy any package join
Oduwa Coin?

No package is required to join.
Oduwa coin does not sell
packages, nor does charge any
membership or monthly fees.
Anyone with full capacity is Free to
join our network.
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Question #3:

Is there anyone who can help me if I have questions?

Notes:

Yes! ... just contact us through our support email support@oduwa.io or click
live-chat on the bottom of your screen – Please allow few moment for support
to get back to you when unavailable .

Question #4:

Do I have to declare on my income tax what I earn?

Notes:

Income tax is the responsibility of each person. Oduwa coin does not exempt
you from this responsibility. Check with your accountant in the country of
resident.

Question #5:

What are the investment risks?

Notes:

Every investment in Cryptocurrencies is risky, however, with Oduwa coin our
goal is to minimize risk in the crypto space and allow everyone to use
cryptocurrency to solve an everyday problem in regions that are financially
underserved.

Question #6:

Can I use OWC to do any shopping?

Notes:

Yes, you can do your shopping in our marketplace or anywhere else which
accepts OWC. This list will increase and made available at
www.coinlocateplus.com. We are Currently developing acceptance outreach
that focuses on merchant integration, ATM and commercial use for oduwa
coin
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Question #7:

How can I withdraw the money I have earned with Oduwacoin?

Notes:

Oduwa coin does not receive or give money to any of the affiliates, so to
liquidate or trade your OWC currency for other assets, such as conventional
fiat money(Dollar, Euro and Yen) or other digital currencies.; you need to
open a sales order on an Exchange for liquidity. Currently OWC trading at
Five notable exchanges like Crex24.com and stex.com, p2pb2b, exrates,
vindax and more. Check our main website for updated listing
“ www.oduwacoin.io “.

Question #8:

Are the fees high?

Notes:

Energy Efficient innovations such as proof-of stake help further advance the
field of crypto-currency and boost the concept of nearly No- Cost transaction
fees for all OWC users to send and receive Oduwa Coin.

Question #9:

How often can I withdraw my earnings?

Notes:

You can withdraw your payments at any time you choose at any exchanges
Oduwa coin is listed. Please check www.oduwacoin.io website and our social
media channels for up to date coin listing information.

Question #10: Is Oduwa coin site safe?

Notes:

Yes! Our system has a high level of security to guarantee stability and safety
to all our users.

Question #11 Is Oduwacoin a coin or a token?

Notes:

Oduwa coin is a mineable cryptocurrency created from Scrypt algorithm using
proof of Stake concept.
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Question #12 What is the difference between Cryptocurrency and tokens?

Notes:

Cryptocurrency: is a standard decentralized digital currency which uses its
Main net for the sole purpose of making or receiving payments on the
blockchain. Most famous is bitcoin, but there are other various alternative
cryptocurrencies that launched after the massive success achieved by Bitcoin.
They are referred to as an altcoin; the term means alternative coins Ethereum, Dash, Litecoin, Oduwa coin and more, they were launched as
enhanced substitutes of bitcoin with the claims to overcome some other pain
points of bitcoin.
TOKENs: are special kind of virtual currency that serve a transaction unit,
asset or represent x number of customer loyalty points. Token resides mostly
on a third party blockchains and uses the templates of the host, like that of
Ethereum and waves, which support and allows a user to create his/her own
tokens. Token rely upon a medium for creation and execution of decentraliz ed
apps and smart contracts. The token is used notably to facilitate transactions
like ICOs and crowdfunding .

Question #13 Where can I find Oduwa Coin's public registers?

Notes:

Oduwa Coin is a decentralized digital Cryptocurrency, so there is no
Centralized physical office designated, but its founding members are from
North America, Africa, Europe and Asia.

Enter Additional Notes.
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